Dear Lower Sixth Parents and Guardians,
As your son progresses further through his Sixth Form career at Bedford School, it is time to focus
our thoughts more firmly on his pathway ‘Beyond Bedford’. As part of the Careers provision in place,
which includes the annual Beyond Bedford evening for parents and boys on Wednesday 10 February
2021, your son has the opportunity this term to complete the MyUniChoices (formerly Centigrade)
questionnaire.
This is an academic measure and interest-based questionnaire, designed specifically to match your son
with preferentially sequenced careers identities, alongside courses and institutions which he may well
wish to explore further. This year, the boys will be taking their MyUniChoices questionnaire on
Tuesday 9 February, during Citizenship Morning. They will receive instant personalised feedback on
university courses and institutions that are likely to suit them. Additional sections cover information
on open days, taster courses and the application process. The results include course analysis forms
which provide a crucial starting point and structure for boys to carry out research.
Interpretation and further customisation of the results will occur during Citizenship on Friday 5 March.
The service and accuracy of the results, along with the way the online system guides each boy into a
systematic research process, means their decision-making paradigm is greatly enhanced.
Coupled with Unifrog (see the appendix following this letter), this means our boys have a wide choice
of how to research, what to research and unbiased careers advice from well-respected external
careers organisations, alongside in-school expertise.
The cost of the test and resulting information service is £36 per boy and will be Blue Billed for this
term. If you would like to opt out, please contact Mrs Fox-Johnson by 29 January. If we do not hear
from you, we will presume that you are happy to give your consent for your son to participate in the
MyUniChoices process.
Kind regards,

Mrs M Lincoln
Head of Careers and UCAS

Bedford School has been using Unifrog for a number of years now. Your son has
created an account which will enable him and us to work together on finding a pathway
Beyond Bedford. The following information summarises how we use Unifrog – please
ask your son to show you.
Unifrog is a one-stop-shop where boys can easily explore their interests, then find and successfully
apply for their next best step after school.
Unifrog will help your son to explore their key interests and what career paths they can take to
reach their goals. It allows boys to compare every university course and apprenticeship in the UK, as
well as university courses in over 30 other countries across the world. It also provides access to
Labour Market Information and advice on careers and subjects for all routes. Other features include
a CV builder, personality quiz, and access to online courses.

